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003 | Southeastern part of Uversbreen

I have always been fascinated by the icy

blue skies and bright sunshine for our chopper

landscapes of Arctica and Antarctica. That

flight across the glaciers. The shots taken in

is why the idea occurred to me some years

these five weeks do give just a short glance at

ago to make a documentary film and an

the fascinating Arctic world of Ny-Ålesund.

illustrated book. A book about the northern-

We would have liked to have more time, as

most all season inhabited village of the world.

always in such situations. But our stay in this

The idea turned into a serious project which

unique biota of Spitsbergen was not the last

I presented to the Alfred-Wegener-Institute

one. That’s for sure.

(AWI) in Bremerhaven, Germany. AWI is
running a research centre in Ny-Ålesund,
Spitsbergen.

A lot of reliable partners are required to
realize such a project. The first citation goes

The seriously prepared project met serious interest so I was

to the Alfred-Wegener-Institute and especially to three in-

invited for a first stay at the Kongsfjord on Spitsbergen

dividuals: Dr. Ude Cieluch – my person of contact from the

in September 2009. I spent a week’s time at the French-

very beginning to accompany the project. Max Schwanitz,

German AWIPEV station, met the team in situ and made

who generously shared all of his tremendeous experience

arrangements with the Norwegian Kings Bay AS which runs

with us – and we are speaking not only of diving.

the researcher’s village of Ny-Ålesund. Moreover, I checked

And finally, Dr. Marcus Schumacher, who was there all the

on possibilities of diving and hiking the area.

time from my first stay in Ny-Ålesund and who supported

Back home in Austria I faced the difficulties of travelling

our preparations with an innumerable amount of valuable

far north: Assorting the equipment, queries with customs,

e-mails. Furthermore, I would like to express my gratitude to

packing and ferrying our gear on the seaway and above all:

all the helping hands at Alfred-Wegener-Institute in Bremer-

to convince my family and some future donators ... to make

haven, media and communications branch, logistics and

a one month stay at Kongsfjord true – finally, in May 2010.

as well AWI Potsdam. There goes one big thank you to our

My two best friends - Peter Kolb and Josef Puster - and

three great donators - Sappi, Steiermärkische, E-Steiermark

some 300 kg arctic gear accompanied me. The latter was

and many more in Germany, Austria and Spitsbergen, who

supposed to help us collect photo and film footage on land

helped raise our funds or supported us with equipment.
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and under water.
Unfortunately, spring of 2010 proved to be extremely mild

This illustrated book showing one of the great beautiful

so the fjord was ice free – an alleged effect of climate

places of our world would not have been possible without

change which is more perceptible in Polar regions than

you - thanks to all.

in other parts of our planet. The mild weather deprived us

Let‘s say Kongsfjord ho! and let‘s plunge deeply into quiet-

of the possibility to get shots of Polar bears and seals –

ness and serenity and vastness of the Arctic.

but as a substitute, the Kongsfjord decided to offer us
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008 | Panorama view from south
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013-1 | The village as seen from the airfield

013-2 | The „harbour front“
from BlomstrandhalvØya
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Spring time in Ny-Ålesund, view from the north
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021 | 	Industrial heritage - the steam train carried coal to the harbour until 1959
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031 | eastern limits of Ny-Ålesund - the mooring tower for airships „Norge“
and „Italia“ from the 1920s polar expeditions of Roald Amundsen and Umberto Nobile.
Only the steels remains, the giant wooden hangar has been recycled
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bronze plaque at rusty steel
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041 | The northernmost post office of
the world. it is one of the few buildings
in ny-Ålesund which is not off limits for
tourists - and therefore much more
frequented than during the mining times
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065 | light far into the night - the laser beam
goes vertically into the atmosphere, hits
small particles like aerosoles which reflect
back to the ground station thus enabling the
gauges to do their measuring work

064 | the atmospheric Observatory Laboratory at the south western limit of the village the small Building is used for launching weather balloons and ozone sondes

064 | German scientist christoph Ritter of
AWI-Potsdam (r.) explains his work to journalist
Peter Kolb - both wearing protection goggles the LIDAR-Laser is invisible to human eyes
in daylight
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064 | creation of a high performance laser
beam in a dark room inside the observatory
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the glaciers of kongsvegen and kronebreen join to form a giant breaking edge

kongsfjorden
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070 |

the tre kroner mountain range - Dana - nora - svea - over 1.200 meters emerge from the ice of the kronebreen
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087 | Arctic on the rocks - bizarre profiles, opulent colours below and
above the fjord‘s surface
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102 | english companies mined marble here and
called their settlement „London“ - the diggers
are gone, their equipment remains to the day ...
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the catchment area of the kongsvegen contains far more than 100 square kilometers...
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107-1 |

106 | Blue is the colour of the freshly
broken edge of the glacier
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muddy waters - the glaciers dump their cargo into the fjord

107-2 | the point of rendezvouz of kongsvegen and kronebreen:
enormous pressure forces the ice to pile up high
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arctic aerobatic pilot: Arctic tern

biota
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124 | one of ny-Ålesund‘s inhabitants a arctic fox family dwells in a burrow in the
village. The nosy young foxes often walk
the line through town. This one still bears
his summer pelt - in september. Soon he will
change from summer grey to snow white
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139 | a common eider has arrvied
at the end of may at kongsfjord,
coming from northern europe,
seeking for breeding places

138 | noiseless, a glaucous gull glides
through the cold air, keeping eye contact
with the photographer
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140 | Neptune‘s colourful gardens in the
northern waters - sea anemone at a depth of
20 meters at kongsfjordneset. the cold water
temperatures slow the growing of these
species but grants them a bigger size than
their relatives in warmer sea areas

141 | transparent and shiny,
gliding through the forests of
algae - a comb jelly

141 | last shots before surfacing
- some 45 minutes dive time in the arctic are more than enough
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146 | dotted stones around
the bay area - Lichen
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